March 20, 2018 - Ants are a very common pest in Utah. Did you know, Fire Ants live in Utah? Everything you need to know about Utah ants, and how to get rid of these common Utah pests. Velvety Tree ants are most commonly found in California, but also frequent the state of Utah. Some characteristics of this ant include an outer shell red-brown in color. Velvety Tree ants get their unique name from the soft, black and hairy underbelly they have. These ants typically measure ¼ of an inch in length. The Velvety Tree ant lives outdoors primarily, with a diet consisting of honeydew produced by aphids, mealworm bugs and scales that live in surrounding trees. This ant type will also feed on shrubbery and other plants. See more of Ants Utah on Facebook. Log In or Create New Account. See more of Ants Utah on Facebook. Log In. Forgotten account? These are all the Ants Genera that can be found in Utah. I also tried to color code it to make it a little easier to see what was where, but that got very busy and not sure how well it will work for others to understand it. The !! means a Species that has been recently introduced to Utah. The ! is the number of species in that genera. You can find all the species separate here: https://www.antweb.org/taxonomicPage.do! See more. (1940) published the first Ants of Utah based on specimens and data contained in collections of the Department of Biology at the University of Utah. Some of their records are of collections that date back as far as 1902. Cole (1942) published the second Ants of Utah based on collections he made, as well as ants sent to him from the University of Utah and Utah State University. Hay. Ingham (1959, 1963) studied the ants of the Virgin River Basin in extreme southwestern Utah, encompassing primarily Washington County, the southern part of Iron County, and the west-end of Kane County, and compared the ecological distribution of ants in 18 biotic communities of the Great Basin region in. Blank Books, Calendars & Planners. Spanish Fork, Utah. 544 Sales | 5 out of 5 stars. Buyers are raving! This shop got multiple 5-star reviews in the past 7 days. Extremely fast shipping. This little concrete ant nest is perfect for a small colony of ants. Can't wait to use it. Small AC Concrete Style Ant Nest Farm Formicarium for Queen and Colony.